Abstract

The aim of this study was to gain an understanding of older people’s perceptions of falls prevention advice, and how best to design communications that will encourage older people to take action to prevent falls. Focus groups and interviews were carried out with 66 people aged 61–94 years recruited from a variety of settings, using falls prevention messages to stimulate discussion. Thematic analysis revealed that participants interpreted ‘falls prevention’ principally as meaning hazard reduction, use of aids and restriction of activity. Only one participant was aware that falls risk could be reduced by carrying out exercises to improve strength and balance. Falls prevention advice was typically regarded as useful in principle but not personally relevant or appropriate. Advice about falling was often depicted as common sense, only necessary for older or more disabled individuals, and potentially patronizing and distressing. Our findings suggest that older people do not reject falls prevention advice because of ignorance of their risk of falling, but because they see it as a potential threat to their identity and autonomy. Messages that focus on the positive benefits of improving balance may be more acceptable and effective than advice on falls prevention.

Introduction

Preventing falls in later life is a key public health priority. Around one-third of community dwellers aged >65 years fall each year, and falls and fear of falling are associated with increased anxiety and depression, decreased activity and mobility, reduced social contact, higher medication use and increased dependence on medical and social services and informal carers [1–6]. Falls contribute to over half of the hospital admissions for accidental injury, particularly hip fracture [7]. Currently, most older people enter falling prevention programmes after they have fallen, by which time it may be too late to avoid serious consequences, since half of those with hip fracture never regain their previous level of functioning and one in five die within 3 months [8].

Randomized controlled trials have shown that the risk of falling can be significantly reduced by prevention programmes, especially interventions that include muscle strengthening and balance training exercises [9–12]. However, these interventions can only prove effective at a population level if participation rates are high. Uptake rates for falls prevention interventions in the community are typically <50% [13, 14] and are often as low as 10% [15, 16]. This suggests that there may be considerable reluctance on the part of older people to take part in these programmes.

There are a number of quite different reasons why older people might reject invitations to undertake falling prevention measures. Some people
may reject the idea that they are ‘at risk’ because they are optimistic about their capabilities. Some may feel at risk but nevertheless deny publicly that they might fall, because they feel that to admit that they are at risk could undermine their status as competent and independent, and entail accepting a stigmatizing identity as old and frail [17, 18]. Conversely, some people may accept that they are at risk but feel that nothing can be done to reduce the risk [19].

Some older people may believe that they are at risk and that falling prevention measures can be effective, but nevertheless consider the negative consequences of undertaking these measures to outweigh the potential benefits. If health care measures threaten personal autonomy and identity, then the risk to health from falling may be considered a less immediate threat [20]. Research has shown that older people fear falling and restrict their activity not simply to avoid physical consequences such as injury and loss of independence, but because they are concerned about the social consequences of falling for self-image and self-confidence—for example, the embarrassment of being seen to lose control [6]. Paradoxically, falling prevention measures may themselves have precisely the negative social consequences of falling that many older people fear. The need to attend falling prevention classes, make safety modifications in the home, wear protective clothing or use mobility aids, may be viewed as announcing the transition to old age, dependence and further decline [21].

It is all too easy for communications about falling prevention to inadvertently fuel any of these negative attitudes. There has been no previous research into reactions to health promotion messages, although previous studies have investigated related topics, such as older people’s perceptions of falling (e.g. [17]) and of falls rehabilitation programmes (for a review, see [22]). The aim of this study was to gain an understanding of older people’s experiences and perceptions of specific advice about falling prevention, in order to establish what features of communications about falling risk and prevention are perceived as helpful and acceptable and which may provoke negative reactions.

**Methods**

Focus groups and interviews

Focus groups lasting 60–90 min were employed to facilitate discussions which explored previous experiences of communications regarding falling (in the media, from health professionals, among family and friends, other communications and interactions). To stimulate further discussion, examples of health promotion messages about falling prevention were summarized from existing materials and presented on cards in large print (the original materials were presented in the early focus groups, but caused reading difficulties that disrupted conversation). One set of cards presented key sentences that summarized each page of the widely used leaflet ‘Avoiding slips, trips and broken hips’ produced by the UK Department of Trade and Industry in conjunction with the charity ‘Help the Aged’. Cards also summarized key messages from leaflets two of the authors had produced in collaboration with Help the Aged [23] that explained the benefits of strength and balance training for falls risk reduction, and for improving mobility and confidence in balance.

To ensure inclusion of people unable to participate in focus groups because of disability, and to elicit personal views that might not be disclosed in a group setting, we also carried out one-to-one semi-structured interviews in the homes of participants, using the same questions and materials as in the focus groups.

Participants

A total of 66 people aged between 61 and 94 years were recruited from sheltered accommodation (31) (i.e. housing for independently living older people that provides varying degrees of support), church groups (12), retirement and senior citizen clubs (11), leisure centres (9) and the local community (3). We sought community-dwelling participants from diverse settings in order to ensure representation of healthy and frail men and women with a wide age range and living in very different circumstances (see Table I for participant characteristics).
Consequently, we drew on sheltered accommodation provision for people with differing health and socio-economic profiles (e.g. largely independent versus closely monitored, means-tested charity provision versus high-cost privately purchased provision). Initially, our written and oral advertisements invited participation from anyone who was willing to give their personal opinion on advice on falls prevention for older people. However, we discovered that it was extremely difficult to persuade younger and fitter people to take part in discussions of falling, and so to recruit people from these categories we were obliged to alter the focus of our recruitment materials and questions to ask initially about opinions about health promotion and ‘balance training’ for retired people, only introducing the issue of falling prevention later in the interview.

**Procedure**

Prior approval for the study was obtained from the University of Southampton School of Psychology Ethics Committee. Focus group sizes varied between three and six participants, and were carried out at the centres from where participants were recruited. One researcher led the discussion, while another researcher attended to practical matters (e.g. completion of consent forms) and recorded the order of speakers to assist later transcription. Interviews were carried out in participants’ homes. The format of both interviews and focus groups was that firstly the researcher reiterated the aims and groundrules of the study (e.g. confidentiality, freedom of expression) and the participants completed consent forms. The discussions were then carried out, and finally participants completed forms giving personal details and were offered a small gift as a token of appreciation for their participation. All focus groups and interviews were audiotaped and fully transcribed.

**Analysis**

A thematic analysis [24] was carried out, employing the following steps. First the researchers read and re-read the transcripts and discussed the best approach to the data. It became clear at this stage that because of the relatively large size of the data set, simple immersion in the material was not sufficient to allow us to identify inductive codes and themes that were sufficiently comprehensive but also specific to categorize all the data. Consequently, one researcher initially condensed the data by summarizing all the opinions expressed in each transcript, providing an index to the passage in the transcript on which each summary statement was based so that the exact meaning and context of each statement could be checked at later stages of the analysis. It was then possible to identify a set of themes that the researchers agreed could classify all the statements into the categories and subcategories reported in Table II. Having done this, we noted how widespread each view appeared to be in this sample, so that this could be reported qualitatively in the text. No systematic differences were observed between views expressed in focus groups and interviews, and so these data were pooled for the analysis. Constant comparison, a technique drawn from grounded theory [25], was used to examine the circumstances under which particular opinions were expressed (e.g. relating these to the age and falling status of participants, and to other views expressed by the same participants). We also tested the generality of observed themes and patterns by explicitly searching for disconfirming data (e.g. instances where receiving falls advice were mentioned or where unequivocally enthusiastic views of falls prevention advice were offered). Finally, all researchers critically reviewed the emerging analysis and made suggestions for amendment or elaboration.

---

**Table I. Characteristics of the participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data collection method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61–74 years</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–94 years</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls in the past year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or more</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Perceptions of available falls prevention advice

When asked about what they had heard concerning falls prevention (in the media, from health professionals or from friends and relatives), almost everyone flatly denied having received any previous communications about the topic. Nevertheless, during the subsequent discussions it became clear that some advice had been received from these sources, chiefly concerning the need to slow down, limit activities, take care and sometimes reduce risks at home. The concept of ‘falls prevention’ was linked by participants solely to hazard reduction approaches and the use of mobility aids. A large number of participants already had a modified home environment (e.g. with rails, easily reached shelving or alarms). In contrast, only one participant mentioned being aware that balance could be improved and falls risk reduced by appropriate forms of exercise.

Perceptions of falls prevention messages presented

It’s good advice—BUT ...

On the whole, participants expressed positive attitudes towards provision of advice on the topic of falls prevention, and felt that there was currently insufficient information about it. Messages explaining the positive benefits of exercise for balance and mobility were mainly welcomed. Participants related this advice to their own lives, concurred with the benefits, gave examples of the relevant activities they already undertook and often spontaneously considered whether they could undertake more of these activities.

Responses to messages that were explicitly aimed at falls prevention were more mixed. Many people said that they felt this advice was useful, and contained valuable suggestions. Some people commented that warning about falls risk might play a necessary role in adjustment to ageing, reminding older people of the need to adapt their activities. A group of women aged 78–95 years living in sheltered accommodation welcomed the opportunity to share their experiences:

I think this [focus group] has done us all good because a lot of us don’t know the other person has this problem, so being together helps doesn’t it?

These participants talked about how the falling prevention material offered them opportunities to overcome the feelings of anxiety and helplessness associated with their awareness of falling risk:

I think it would be helpful if someone knows what you should do and what you shouldn’t do.

I think it would give me more confidence of building up your balance if I read this [leaflet about improving balance] now. I think it would give me more confidence when I’m out.

Table II. Themes and subcategories identified after summarizing views expressed in each transcript

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous experience of falls prevention advice</th>
<th>Denied receiving advice about falls prevention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mentioned advice relevant to reducing risk (e.g. slow down, take care, home modifications)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Positive statements about advice

The advice is helpful (e.g. it is good to acknowledge and talk about the problem, new tips are given, useful reminder to exercise)

Qualifications

The advice is appreciated just as information, will not be acted on
The advice is useful for others (e.g. older, fallers, disabled, fearful)
The advice is not suitable for everyone, and needs to be modified to suit individual circumstances

Negative statements about advice

The advice is common sense, risks are already known from experience
The advice is authoritarian and patronizing in tone
The advice makes older people responsible for preventing falls, but falls are inevitable, accidents due to chance
The advice can make you feel anxious, depressed

Recommendations for improving advice

Promote and support exercise as constructive means of falls prevention
Incorporate into general health promotion activities, ensure enjoyable
Frame advice as tentative, positive suggestions and give explanations/rationale
But despite general endorsement of the value of falls prevention advice, approval of falls prevention messages was frequently qualified in various ways. Often the advice was treated as good in principle, but not necessarily to be put into practice. One member of a sheltered accommodation group aged 74–87 years summed this attitude up:

You get a little booklet, and its very attractive and you ... read it all and you find it interesting and then you put it away and you forget it.

or as another participant (female, 67, non-faller) put it:

It’s all good. I mean its good advice, yes, excellent, I agree. I doesn’t mean to say I do it all but I agree.

Sometimes a mixed attitude reflected an acceptance of certain components of the advice as appropriate for themselves, but rejection of other components of the advice as unsuitable in their case, because of their personal circumstances or preferences. Participants explained that they had lifestyle-related reasons for consciously choosing to use eyewear, footwear or furnishings that they admitted might carry some degree of risk, or for rejecting advice that they believed was incompatible with other important objectives, such as convenience and practicality, or might compromise more highly prioritized goals, such as retaining their independence or femininity. For example, the idea of wearing hip protectors was rejected by women aged 74, 78 and 88 years who had recently fallen, on the grounds that they would have an unacceptable cost in terms of their body image:

No, no, no, no, no ... Nobody would go around with padding.

I’m big enough as it is—they’d make me look bigger I should think.

Not unless it was absolutely essential ... You know, you’re struggling with the fact that your body is getting older anyway, really struggling with that sometimes.

Specific pieces of advice often generated informed debate; for example, about the inadvisability of recommened calcium-rich bone-strengthening foods for people with high cholesterol, or the merits and limitations of trainers and bifocal spectacles. These debates were combined in many instances with gentle ridicule of the advice, for example, joking about baring the skin to increase vitamin D intake, or getting someone else to do chores (that involve risky activities). Using debate and humour in this way allowed the participants to show that they were not uncritical, passive recipients of lifestyle instructions, but instead were independent and sceptical appraisers of the information provided. Participants also asserted their independence by suggesting alternative forms of exercise or environmental risk reduction in the home. Sometimes humour seemed to be used to distance participants from the threat to their identity potentially posed by messages which implied that they could be considered at risk because of being old and infirm. For instance, jokes were made about which member of the focus group might be the one person out of three aged >65 years which the risk information stated would fall each year.

It’s good advice—for ‘them’

A very common way of qualifying approval of falls prevention advice was to agree that it was useful—but only for other people who were in need of it. A younger female participant (aged 67 years) stated that if she received such information ‘I’d probably think that’s for old ladies [laughs] not for me.’ However, this reaction was by no means confined to the younger participants; for example, a male participant aged 79 years and living in sheltered accommodation commented that he and his wife ignored information about falls prevention:

Because we’re that much fitter—we don’t really take too much notice of it, only for other people, for other disabled or elderly people that we have to watch when we’re—we always watch older people anyway.

This same participant later recommended a falls prevention leaflet as important information for the age group of ‘70 onwards’! Similarly, other participants in their mid-70s who had described recent
injurious falls nevertheless spoke about the advice as potentially useful for targeting people older than them. Often participants defined themselves as non-fallers, and hence not a suitable target for this advice, because they attributed their falls to an immediate and circumscribed cause—such as temporary inattention or illness—rather than to a persisting vulnerability. For example, a male participant aged 81 years, who defined himself as a non-faller despite having fallen out of bed four times in the previous 8 months, again used humour gently to ridicule the idea that he might benefit from falls prevention advice:

If they did [offer advice] I wouldn’t listen to it. In one ear and out the other ... I mean one person said to me ‘You should go and see the doctor’, but I said ‘Well, what can he do?’ ‘Well, he can talk to you, you know’. I said ‘What, when I’m in bed?’ ... I’m not saying I’m not concerned about it, but if it kept up weekly, you know, once a week, something like that, then I would go to the doctor’s.

One younger female participant clearly indicated that conceding that falls prevention advice might be relevant to her (which she did not) would be humiliating:

I wouldn’t go for that [advice] because it didn’t apply to me in any shape or form. Is there a bit of pride, is there a bit of ‘Well, you know, I’m not there yet?’

**Falls prevention advice is not needed, wanted or helpful**

One of the most frequent comments from all participants was that some or all of the advice on falls prevention was essentially just common sense, and therefore not necessary. The steps that should be taken to minimize hazards were viewed as widely known or obvious, while awareness of falling risk was regarded as an inevitable consequence of experiencing decline in physical capabilities. In this context, falls prevention advice could appear patronizing and even unintentionally insulting: one male participant aged 71 years complained that:

It can make you feel—somebody producing the leaflets here—that these people here are senile and they just don’t have any common sense and they need to be told everything.

Another male participant (aged 72 years) who had fallen in the past year nevertheless also felt that:

What you get is that they [the authors of the leaflets] are talking to somebody here who they think is senile. The brain is going as well as the arms and the legs ... You got to tell these poor old things what to do, you know, like it’s as though we haven’t got any sense at all.

Part of the objection to some falls-related advice concerned the tone adopted in leaflets. Often advice was viewed as presented in an overly didactic, directive manner. The participant quoted above explained that:

The leaflet fails to recognise that you’re talking to people who are individuals and who are individuals who have a lot of experience of life, are people who appreciate your advice [general laughter among focus group members] but let’s have it in a polite way and recognise that, hey, you know, I’m not somebody who is just a moron, that I can understand what’s good advice and what isn’t and I really don’t need your directive to tell me so.

A younger, female participant who had fallen in the past year nevertheless also stated frankly that:

I’m doing all those things now, I’m actually doing them, so I don’t feel that I need to be told ... I don’t like being told.

Similarly, a female participant living in sheltered accommodation explained that such advice could mar the precious freedom that was a benefit of reaching retirement age:

The older you get the less you want to be told what to do ... because people get to the age of 65 and they know what they are doing, they don’t
need to be told what to do ... There’s enough to think about when you’re over 65 and you are freelance and you can do what you want to do and you certainly don’t want to think about that [falling] unless it’s happening to you at that time. No, I would screw that [advice leaflet] up if that was me.

However, it was not solely the manner in which advice was given that was perceived as a problem. The discussion of falls risk was seen by some people as potentially anxiety provoking. For example, one male participant who had not fallen recently and was aged only 69 years nevertheless confessed in the privacy of an interview that:

‘1 in 3’ [people over 65 have fallen] Incredible, wonder where they get that? ... this one’s the same ‘Have you fallen and hurt yourself in the past year’—slipping’s frightening, put’s the wind up me when they say that, wonder what qualifies as a fall, wonder what they, is that, is it as bad as I’m thinking it is?

Moreover, the risk reduction measures suggested were sometimes viewed as equally detrimental to lifestyle and identity as falling itself. A male participant aged 72 years, who had fallen in the past year, rejected falls prevention advice because:

If you start being so careful about everything you do you turn out to be a doddery old person and that’s the last thing you want, and it’s the last thing you want is for people to say ‘be careful, do this’—we don’t want to.

Similarly, a female participant aged 78 years apologetically explained that:

At my age the last thing I want to do is, every time I want—‘I’ve got to be careful, I mustn’t step there’. I’m sorry, you know, you just don’t want to be thinking all the time. I mean I’m finding now that because I’ve just had a fall, it takes your confidence away, there’s nothing worse than that ... The last thing you want as you get older is to be told that you’ve got to be conscious every time you go out and might fall, you don’t want that, otherwise your life’s gone.

I mean, it’s hard to explain, but you’re not conscious of getting older and you don’t want to be reminded of that.

Advice to ask for assistance rather than undertake risky activities was also seen by some participants as an unacceptable loss of independence and self-confidence. For example, one female participant aged 82 years, who said that her husband would not allow her to stand on a stool to clean the windows, simply did this when her husband was away, because:

I’ve got a horror of having to reach the day when I’ve got to rely on someone else.

One of the most common objections to provision of falls prevention advice was the view that falling is inevitable and cannot be prevented. This view may have reflected a genuinely fatalistic attitude in many cases. However, it also appeared to act as a defence against potential accusations of partial responsibility for falling. In this respect, falls prevention advice could be seen as implying that older people could do more to avoid falling, and so are partly to blame if they do fall. For example, one 80-year-old participant defensively argued that:

I don’t know how you can be told how to prevent falling. You don’t do it on purpose ... it just happens, this is it, you could be in any circumstance at all and it would happen, so what advice anybody could give you?

Discussion

Our study uncovered a revealing combination of widespread acknowledgement of the potential usefulness of falls prevention advice in principle, together with frequent rejection of that advice by our participants as unnecessary, irrelevant or inappropriate for them. Denial of the personal relevance of falls prevention advice is sometimes taken literally by health professionals as ignorance of the real risk, and hence as evidence for the need for more health education [26]. For example, in Australia the Commonwealth Department of Health
and Aged Care [27] concluded that ‘there is a need to diminish the level of “rationalising away” that exists in relation to having a fall’ (p. 20). However, it seems clear that most of the people in our study were only too well aware of their likelihood of falling, but nevertheless refused to accept that they should be defined as, or behave as, potential ‘fallers’. In doing so, they explicitly rejected a number of unwelcome connotations of the concept of ‘falls prevention advice’; that they needed to be given advice about how to manage their own lives; that they should constantly dwell on and anticipate the limitations of their physical capabilities and that they should prioritize safety over other values such as personal dignity, identity and autonomy. Almost all our participants were previously unaware of the benefits of strength and balance training exercises, a method of falls prevention that they welcomed because it was viewed as promoting independent activity.

Although our participants had generally not been offered or taken part in falls prevention programmes, similar observations have emerged from studies based on falling prevention clinics or programmes. In an Australian study, 80% of women on a geriatric ward following hip fracture due to falling stated that they would not wear hip protectors since they were not at risk; they suggested that hip protectors were more suitable for elderly and nervous people [28]. Ballinger and Payne [29] found that whereas health professionals saw patients’ problems in terms of reducing physical risk, patients were concerned chiefly with threats to their social identity and relationships. Simpson et al. [30] found that some older people viewed interventions to reduce risks in the home as intrusive interference, and Clemson et al. [31] noted that women preferred to make their own decisions about an acceptable level of risk of falling.

**Implications for promoting falls prevention**

For health promoters, a possible response to denial of falls risk is to redouble efforts to educate people about their real vulnerability, but it is clear that this strategy could prove counterproductive if by denying risk older people are simply asserting their right to independence and dignity. In contrast, it has been suggested that it may be best to abandon advice on risk reduction altogether, and replace it with promotion of activities that enhance fitness, balance and mobility [17]. This emphasis on balance improvement rather than hazard reduction would be likely to increase confidence in balance rather than provoke anxiety about risk, with potentially beneficial consequences for activity levels [32], which in turn may have a positive effect on physical functioning and falls risk [33]. Messages about how balance and mobility could be improved were usually regarded as useful and relevant by our participants, and so a lifespan approach to ‘improving posture and balance’ or ‘increasing freedom and confidence in movement’ may prove a more attractive goal than ‘falls prevention in later life’.

There could nevertheless be benefits to continuing to advise people of the need and potential to reduce their falls risk. Acceptance that falling risk is a subject that should never be raised might paradoxically increase the stigma associated with it, and the anxiety, shame, isolation and helplessness of people who nonetheless know from their own experience that they may fall. Moreover, research indicates that it may be difficult to persuade older people to undertake physical exercise if they do not perceive an immediate and pressing need and benefit, such as reducing a high personal risk of falling [30, 34]. In addition, some studies have indicated that home hazard reduction may reduce falls [10], particularly if combined with exercise, but if falls risk is a subject that cannot be mentioned then no advice on hazard reduction can be given. Perhaps management of falls risk could be portrayed more acceptably as a constructive rather than purely defensive activity. For example, it might be possible to focus on the positive benefits of reducing medication or making the home environment more convenient, rather than simply emphasizing the need to engage in these measures to avoid falling.

**Recommendations for future research**

While qualitative methods can reveal individuals’ views of health promotion messages, quantitative
methods are necessary to determine the prevalence of these views and their relative influence on behaviour. It would therefore be useful to determine the prevalence of the attitudes expressed by our participants, and to directly test the extent to which they are related to low uptake of interventions. Future research could also build on these qualitative findings to develop and experimentally evaluate the relative acceptability and effectiveness of advice and interventions for older people that emphasize enhancing independent living and quality of life rather than—or as well as—reducing falls risk.
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